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	Paper Title: Hermetic Storage Systems  and Rural Households’ Welfare in the Sahelian Region of West Africa
	Abstract: Reducing crop losses as a result of insect attack during storage using the low-cost Hermetic Storage System is important to food security at rural households level. Using a household survey collected on a sample of 2240 households from rural Mali, we estimated the impact of adoption of Hermetic Storage System (HSS)  on households’ welfare. We adopted two impact evaluation models-the  Propensity Score Matching (PSM), and Heckman Selection Model (HSM). These models allow us to control for the selection biases due to observable and unobservable characteristics of the households, respectively.  The Main findings shows that the  adoption of HSS can potentially increase welfare among the adopters by 28 to 31 percent. Similarly, the non-adopters would have had an increase of about 41-43 percent of welfare if they had adopted. Thus, this suggests that  the use  of low-cost HSS that help farmers to reduce crop wastage and losses by insect infestation during storage can contribute significantly to improving rural farm households’ welfare in the Sahel region. The highlighted factors that influence the adoption of HSS should be enhanced, and HSS should be made available to rural farmers at avoidable prices. 
	Keywords: Storage, Impact, Farmers, crop losses, Sahel, Mali
	JEL Code: C21;C26; D04; I31
	Introduction: The attacks of postharvest insect pests is a huge treat to the nutritional and financial security of smallholder farmers in the Africa. It is reported that crop losses to insects during storage can diminish food availability by 20-50 percent (Keil, 1988; Pantenius, 1988; Boxall, 2002; Mulungu et al., 2007). The scarity of avoidable efficient storage techniques made a large percentage of  smallholder farmers to rely on the  traditional methods to store their grain after harvest. Although sun drying is mostly used by the farmers and has been reported to the effective,  but it is often difficult to attain the targeted grain moisture during unfavourable weather conditions (Prakash and Kumar, 2013). The use of woven bags is inexpensive but requires the application of insecticide (De Groote et al., 2013; Kamanula et al., 2010; Maina et al., 2016). The lack of  effective modern storage techniques is contributing immensely to the food production problems in many parts of Africa, most especially in the Sahelian region where agricultural production is already at a disadvantage as a result of climate change. Thus, food insecurity and hunger are of great concern in this region.  Efforts at  reducing food wastage during storage is critical. Hermetic Storage System (HSS) are designed to eliminate pest attack on stored grains, and they have proven to be a low-cost solution. The adoption of HSS is expected to improve households’ welfare through a reduction in crop losses during storage,  increase in food availability, and households’ income through sales of quality produce. 
	Methodology: This study is designed to evaluate the impact of adoption of HSS on  farm households’ welfare. It seeks to answer the question of whether the households  that adopted the HSS have higher welfare  compared with the non-adopters. The households’ adoption of the HSS is view as a function of socio-economic and farm characteristics. It is believed that the fact that a household adopts the HSS  implies that the household has self-selected to an adopter of HSS, instead of a random assignment. The goal of this study is to calculate the average impact of adoption of HSS, that is the Average efect of Treatment on the Treated (ATT). This is achieved by comparing their  welfare  outcomes to an estimate of what would have happened if those households that adopted HSS  have not adopted. The study adopted the Propensity Score Matching (PSM) and the Heckman two-stage model. The PSM controls for differences in observable covariates that might influence the decision of  a household to adopt HSS. After estimating the propensity for each household adopting HSS, the study derives the ATT through the most adopted matching methods in the literature- the nearest-neighbour and kernel-based matching. To circumvent the problem of selection on unobservable, the study adopted the two-step regression model. The analytical procedure was carried out in two stages. In the first stage, we estimated the selection equation using Probit model (adoption), and in the second stage, the study estimated the welfare equation.  The identification variable is the farmers’ awareness of the HSS. 
	Results: The main findings from this study show that the number of years the farmers have lived in their respective villages, level of literacy, access to credit, contact with extension agents, having agriculture as the main occupation, and being a member of any organization were the main factors that significantly influenced the adoption of HSS. At the same time, a large household size significantly reduces the adoption of HSS.  Also, the per capita expenditure of the adopters of HSS was higher than that of the non-adopters and the difference varies between 15294 and 17974 CFA franc ($ 28.22 and $33.16). Likewise, the non-adopters would have had a significant increase in their per capita expenditure if they had adopted HSS (between 21076- 22872 CFA franc ($38.89-$42.20). In percentage term, The results implies that  the  adoption of HSS can potentially increase welfare among the adopters by 28 to 31 percent. Similarly, the non-adopters would have had an increase of about 41-43 percent of welfare if they had adopted. 
	Discussion and Conclusion: The results show that the possibility of a reduction in the  crop losses during storage due to the adoption of HSS has enabled the households to generate more income and increase their per capita consumption expenditure which is a measure of improvement in welfare. Adoption of HSS is highly important to households whose main income is from agricultural production. Lack of an effective storage systems means that the household would have to sell all their marketable surpluses  immediately after harvest at a ridiculously low price. The decision to store and sell later to gain more income would also be a failure in the absence of an  effective storage system like the HSS. However,access to credit as a source of financial resources to purchase these HSS is  very important in the households’ decision to adopt  HSS. Furthermore, no household would have adopted the HSS without first being aware of HSS. Hence, contact with extension agents is  one of the important factors that determine the households’ decision to adopt HSS.  Finally, membership of a cooperative organization offers the households the opportunity to purchase HSS in bulk and benefit from a reduction in price/discount due to bulk purchase. In conclusion, more awareness about HSS through the extension agents, and farmers’ access to credit need to be improved. The fact that the non-adopters could potentially earn more welfare if they adopted, signifies the need to scale-up the adoption of HSS to the non-adopting households for improved impacts. 


